Catalyst for Law Firms
Secure, Hosted Litigation Support

Cloud-Based Litigation Support Means More Power at Less Cost
As electronic discovery volumes continue to grow, law firms seek new and better ways to manage complex litigation. Catalyst's litigation support products, hosted securely in the Internet cloud, offer a simple, cost-effective alternative. You get the power you need to manage complex cases, without the expense of acquiring hardware and software or the teams required to manage it all.

Conceived by Lawyers, Refined Through Experience
Experienced trial lawyers drove Catalyst's development for over a decade to support complex litigation. Since then, lawyers and legal technology experts have continued to drive its refinement. That is one reason why 80 of the nation's 100 largest law firms have used Catalyst to help manage their electronic discovery.

Covering the Heart of the Litigation Lifecycle
We cover the heart of the litigation lifecycle:
- Automated processing and loading
- Key document clustering and analytics
- Powerful search and Interactive Culling
- Review workflow and management
- Image and native productions

Our global partner network can help us support your collection needs anywhere in the world.

Complex Litigation and Regulatory Investigations
We specialize in supporting complex litigation and regulatory matters. Our systems were designed for joint defense groups with private fields and document collections. We also support FTC Second Requests, FCPA investigations and international arbitrations.

Pioneers in Multi-Language Search and Review
Catalyst was one of the first to offer true multi-language support. We specialize in the challenging CJK languages (Chinese, Japanese and Korean). We also handle Russian, Arabic, Hebrew and the Western European languages.

Sophisticated Search, Analytics and Review Strategy
Catalyst consultants—savvy litigation attorneys and digital search experts—offer unparalleled expertise in early case assessment, defensible search strategies and multi-language review. We bring decades of experience to bear.

The Catalyst Advantage—Ready for Your Most Complex Matters, and the Rest of Your Cases
When your cases require more capabilities than internal systems can provide, or you need to support litigation across multiple offices, turn to Catalyst. We deliver our systems "on demand" so they are there when you need them, for as long as you need them. Use Catalyst for a single matter, or take an enterprise approach to manage all of your cases for even greater savings. That’s the Catalyst Advantage.